New Books & Libraries’ News

The CML is open, Friday October 28th but will be CLOSED Sunday, October 30th. Regular hours resume on the 31st.

Yesterday the CML, in conjunction with Language & Literacy Education, welcomed 36 preschoolers from the Child Development Lab at McPhaul. This collaborative effort unites the large children’s book collection in the CML with the children of McPhaul, who enjoy reading time with education students in the classes of Petros Panaou and Julie Carbaugh. This was our second meeting. The shared time will conclude in November. Thank you to everyone who has worked to make this possible.

Lists of new titles recently received in the Libraries are available at the New Books & CML News page. Below are just few of many that may be of interest. Titles are divided by subject area. Please visit the News tab for info on events currently scheduled at various library locations.

Many thanks to our student worker, Josh Buffone, for his assistance in preparing this list and his work on the New Books page.

GV – Sports, Recreation, Leisure & Dance

- Role-Playing Society: Essays on the Cultural Influence of RPGs

Education

- Teach On Purpose! : Responsive Teaching for Student Success
- Liberal Learning as a Quest for Purpose

Education e-Books & UGA Research

- Rethinking Uncertainty and Risk in Consumer Research
- Developing Teacher Leaders: A Multiple Case Study Examining How Principals Develop Teacher Leaders and the Perceptions that Teacher Leaders Have About the Development They Receive

Q – Maths & Sciences

- Next Gen PhD: A Guide to Career Paths in Science
- Why String Theory?

Cur - Classroom Materials

- Kwame Alexander’s Page-to-Stage Writing Workshop : Awakening the Writer, Publisher, and Presenter in Every Student

Juv - Juvenile Literature

- Cowboy Up! Ride the Navajo Rodeo
- Breakfast Served Anytime
• *Daddy, Papa, and Me*

**Multicultural Studies**

• *Sport: a Biological, Philosophical, and Cultural Perspective*
• *Presidential Unrealities: Epistemic Panic, Cultural Work, and the US Presidency*
• *Islamic Lineage of American Literary Culture: Muslim Sources from the Revolution to Reconstruction*